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America Made Easy
NEWABLE /

The hassle-free way to get your business
up and running in the US

—

The US is still the land of opportunity for UK businesses. It is the world’s largest
economy, home to over 6m companies and 265m consumers. Its GDP is currently
growing at around twice the rate of the UK economy. The US is the number one
export market for UK companies. The question is how can UK companies take
advantage of the opportunities whilst minimising both the cost and the risks?

We can help you land and expand your business
Work with local experts to not only establish your business in the
US market, but also achieve long term growth and success. What we offer:

1

A complete turnkey solution helping you plan, validate and
execute a US expansion.

2

An outsourced team of experts that feels like an in-house
team, managed by your personal commercial concierge.

3

We handle the administrative burdens of the business, so
you can concentrate on growing it.

4

Easy in and easy out terms that identify opportunity with
substantially reduced risk.

Arrange a free consultation with one of our Business Advisors
e: AmericaMadeEasy@newable.co.uk
w: Newable.co.uk/AmericaMadeEasy

Go West: doing business
in the USA
Chris Manson of Newable explains the intricacies of doing business in the United States - it’s not as similar to the UK
as a lot of people think! - and how Newable can aid the process.
Why should a UK company thinking of
expanding choose the United States
over Europe, the Far East, or other
areas?
The United States is the world’s largest
economy, representing nearly 25% of
global GDP. It is also by far and away the
UK’s largest, single trading partner. We
share a common language – although
there are cultural nuances to be sure – and
the country is governed by a common law
legal system based, largely, on ours. The
US is an entrepreneurial, ‘business-friendly’
country where things can move quickly.
Why is America a hotbed of discussion
among UK business circles right now?
It is important to remember that
America has not suddenly come into
fashion. That said, Brexit has caused both
the UK government and many UK businesses to ‘go west’. This is evidenced by
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the prospect of an enhanced trade deal
between the two countries that has been in
the news. Our message to businesses is act
now rather than waiting for any trade deal
to be finalised. That way, as and when the
environment becomes even more benign,
UK companies will be well placed to benefit
exponentially.
Where should businesses start when
thinking about exporting to the USA?
Many UK businesses, particularly
smaller ones, often start exporting to
the US accidentally. They might meet
a customer at a trade show, or benefit
from sales via the internet. UK businesses
then need to start thinking strategically
about the potential opportunity. First, they
need to think carefully about whether
their product or service genuinely brings
something new and different to the US
market. All things being equal, and like
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almost anywhere else, Americans will buy
local because it is local, more convenient
and probably cheaper. Having identified
the opportunity, companies then need to
develop an appropriate route to market finding an agent, appointing one, or more,
distributors, setting up an office/ branch,
licensing / franchising and so on. A key
consideration will be an understanding
of any regulatory / compliance issues as
well as working capital, insurance, logistics
and so on. Companies will need to ensure
that they have sufficient funding in place.
In short, UK companies need to develop a
robust, strategic business expansion plan.
On Newable’s “America Made Easy”
advice section, tip two says “The US is
not a single market, it is a federal system” - how important is it to remember
this when planning a US expansion?
There are two important aspects to
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What is the best approach to dealing
with the US system?
UK companies have two options: the
first is to try to do everything themselves;
the second is to partner with a local expert
to help advise and guide them through the
maze. In our experience, companies often
make the mistake of taking the first option.
Unless they are of a size to have the requisite resources available internally, trying to
do everything yourself can end up being
distracting, confusing and time consuming. Partnering with experts who know the
market will take away this pain. Yes, there
is a cost, but in the long run it should prove
cost effective and prevent costly mistakes.
Newable has formed a joint venture with
Avitus Group, a respected American business services provider, to provide exactly
this service to smaller UK companies.
How are current US tariffs affecting
trade and business with America?
In general, the tariff rates are fairly modest between the EU, including the UK, and
the USA. However, it is important to check
the customs code for your specific product
and then ascertain the applicable tariff.
The US and UK are regularly cited as
each other’s strongest trading partners
- how much room for growth really is
there?
The size of the market is huge and there
remains enormous untapped potential for
growth. The US economy has been grow-
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ing at a consistently faster rate than the UK
for the last few years. This, by definition,
means that the cake is getting bigger. At
a fundamental level, businesses must ask
themselves where the opportunity lies – a
smaller economy growing at a slower rate.
or a larger economy growing faster.

‘‘

Many
Americans are
very positively
predisposed to
‘Brand Britain’
and this can be a
source of
competitive
advantage for
you.

‘‘

this. The first is to remember the scale and
diversity of the US market. At a basic level,
the West Coast is very different in nature
from the East. The North, very different
to the South. Individually, these markets
are huge in and of themselves. It will
often make sense to launch in one region
and then plan to expand to others once
established. The second is to remember
the US is very different to the UK in how it
manages itself. There’s a clue in the name:
America is 50 different States, united under
a single flag. UK businesses will therefore
need to be aware of differing City, State
and National laws, regulations and taxes.

How much, if at all, is Brexit a factor for
those planning to trade and do business
with the US?
It is not our intention to make politically
charged comments, but Brexit has, at least,
generated a profile and debate around
international trade. This has prompted
businesses to review strategies and plans
both for the shorter and longer term.
Executives concluding that trade with EU
will continue to be shrouded in uncertainty
for some time to come are seeking alternative markets such as America. Equally, for
others international trade and the US is
suddenly on the corporate agenda.
How important is it to get the marketing message right when entering the
US?
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In short, very. There are four factors
to consider. Firstly, there is the regulatory aspect. It is a mistake to assume that
just because product claims have been
approved for the UK market, that they will
be automatically OK in the States. Secondly,
there is the cultural aspect. At risk of falling
into stereotypes, the UK tends to deploy
understated language in communication
whereas the US tends to respond positively
to direct and bold statements. Using
UK copy in the States could lead to your
product or service being undersold. The
third aspect is making sure your company
feels integrated in the market rather than
a tourist. It is therefore important that
your marketing literature and website uses
American spellings. You may even wish to
consider creating Hispanic versions of your
marketing materials. Finally, it is important
to consider if and how to promote the fact
that you are British. Many Americans are
very positively predisposed to ‘Brand Britain’ and this can be a source of competitive
advantage for you. Our America Made Easy
service provide UK companies with access
to US marketing services expertise.
Should UK businesses be cautious about
the fluctuations in exchange rates
between the Pound and the Dollar?
The answer is both yes and no. It is true
that for some time the pound has been
declining against the dollar. This can result
in UK products and services being seen to
be better value. That said, currency fluctuations are one of the challenges inherent in
International trade. Some companies are
able to hedge the risk by buying raw materials in US$. It is possible to lock in to an
exchange rate at the date of a contract by
buying / selling forward or to buy currency
options to protect the downside risk whilst
maintaining some upside potential in return
for a premium. It is important to understand the impact of currency fluctuations
on the business and to plan accordingly. It
is equally vital for businesses to remember
that their core expertise is unlikely to be
in money-market trading. Ensuring that
you have a strong value proposition in the
market is key to success.
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We hear many stories of Visa difficulties, both for Americans in the UK and
Brits in America. How aware of visa
restrictions should businesses be?
Visa and permits are an article in and of
itself! The immigration position is complex
but help is available to support companies
navigate the labyrinth. The key here is to
obtain early professional advice. Getting
your approach wrong could really set your
business back.
Newable used to be known as Greater
London Enterprise (GLE). How does your
relationship with the City of London
Corporation and London Boroughs
work?
Newable was established back in the
early 1980s as a company limited by guarantee by the London Boroughs following
the dissolution of the Greater London
Council. This corporate structure means
we do not have shareholders in the normal
sense, but Members. Whilst we make profits, they are not distributed but are retained
to fund and further develop the business.
The company limited by guarantee structure restricts the Members (the Boroughs)
from hands on involvement in Newable. So
to that extent, Newable acts independently
of the Boroughs and it is important to note
that since the 1980s our activity has grown
beyond London. Today the business has a
national footprint.
What does the “America Made Easy”
service offer?
America Made Easy is designed to take
the hassle out of setting up a business in
the USA. The validation pilot provides an
opportunity to dip a toe into the water
without the need to set up a US entity,
open a US bank account or register for US
tax. AME will employ one, or more, staff
for you and will handle the recruitment
and all HR issues for you. We can also help
find you an office, provide and support
IT equipment and assist with marketing
collateral. Importantly, if you decide not to
move forward, you can withdraw without
any residual liabilities. For companies
who already have decided to set up a US
entity, we can provide a suite of back office
services (recruitment, co – employment,
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accounting, tax, insurance, marketing, IT
etc) delivered by specialists to allow the
Company to concentrate on doing what it
needs to focus on.
On a personal note, tell us a little about
your background and business experience.
I started out by qualifying as a Chartered Accountant at PwC. Since then I’ve
been running businesses for myself and
other people. However, I always worked
in entrepreneurial environments. At Sir
Andrew Lloyd Webber’s The Really Useful
Group, I was responsible for taking the
shows to international markets, and at
Chelsea Football Club I directed the Commercial Operations including merchandising, the web-site, setting up Chelsea TV
and re-developing Stamford Bridge. I have
started, scaled and sold three businesses
for myself. My most profitable venture was
the interactive shopping channel company
‘sit-up Ltd’, which was sold to Virgin Media
for £194 million. Sadly, I did not own it all!
How did you get involved with Newable?
Back in 2016, the Board resolved to
take a more expansive, entrepreneurial
approach to developing the business. I
was invited to join to shape and deliver
the strategy. I saw a big opportunity to
create a platform of products and services
to help businesses working at the heart of
the economy to thrive. My experience as
an entrepreneur left me deeply underwhelmed by the available offerings across
funding, professional support and premise.
This is exactly what Newable now delivers.
As a seasoned business professional,
what’s your best and worst experience
of doing business with the USA?
To be honest, I have had really successful experiences of doing business with the
USA. American audiences were and are very
receptive to British creativity and ‘soccer’ for
example. Meanwhile we took a lot of learning from US models when it came to developing our TV shopping channel. The US is
definitely a land of opportunity. It is one of
the main reasons I wanted us to launch our
America Made Easy service. I want as many
UK companies to have the opportunity of
making it big over there as possible. 
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Trading in the USA.
Plan for prohibitive payment terms (which may
require invoice factoring).
Read vendor agreements which can be punitive and result in nasty fines should you contravene them. The US is viewed internationally as
being one of the most litigious jurisdictions on
earth and the propensity of American parties to
initiate lawsuits is frequently observed.
19% of all UK exports are on 60 day open
account terms as standard. We are however
seeing an increased number of requests for
payment in advance for a discount. The American business culture is dynamic, agile and fast
paced; something that’s reflected in the streamlined procedures and the quick decision-making
processes. You have to be smart and fast to
move because levels of patience are comparatively low within the business community.
We suggest five different contractual terms
of payment:
1. Maximum 60 days open account on FOB
terms (Free/Freight on Board). However you
must look at the feasibility of this on a state
by state basis; vendor by vendor. If you’re
selling indirectly to the public or commercial
buyers some sellers will accept these terms,
others will require 150 days plus to 365
days!! Sale or return and payback discounts
at the end of the year are not unusual plus
contributing to marketing and in-store
promotional costs. It pays to know before
entering into discussions. You may not want
business on those terms especially in your
early years of trading. The bigger the business the more demanding they tend to be.
2. It has become increasingly important to
establish the credit worthiness of a debtor
which given the lack of available financial
information can be a challenge. Ensure that
the principle to the contract is the company
with the assets and not merely a service
company. There has been an increase in late
payments and filing for bankruptcy reported.
This trend is expected to continue.
3. 55.2% of domestic B2B sales are on 30 day
credit terms which in the main do not pose
an issue.
4. There are increased concerns that external
borrowing conditions will become more
challenging which in turn will have a negative effect on working capital and long-term
investment.
5. Funding of export receivables is not currently an issue in securing funding for the
USA, including the funding of USA invoicing.
Provided by Andy Moylan of EFCIS Trade Credit Insurance Brokers and founder of The Export Hub
www.theexporthub.com
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